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Just How Precious Is Gold By Ross Metals

Pure gold has a bright yellow color and luster traditionally considered attractive, which it maintains
without oxidizing in air or water.

Aug. 7, 2009 - PRLog -- Gold is a chemical element with the symbol Au (Latin: aurum). It has been a
highly sought-after precious metal in jewelry, in sculpture, and for ornamentation since the beginning of
human history. The metal naturally occurs as nuggets (or grains) in rocks, in veins and in alluvial deposits.
Gold is dense, soft, shiny and the most malleable and ductile pure metal known. Pure gold has a bright
yellow color and luster traditionally considered attractive, which it maintains without oxidizing in air or
water. It is one of the coinage metals and formed the basis for the gold standard used before the US dollar
deregulated gold and made the metal a freely traded commodity in 1971.

In all of history, only 161,000 tons of gold have been mined, with more than half of that being extracted in
the last 50 years. 161,000 tons of gold sounds like a lot, but it is barely enough to fit two Olympic-size
swimming pools and that’s all the gold in history of mankind. It is not much when considering the amount
of time and resources it took to find and mine.  New discoveries are rare now; the gold reefs in South Africa
or the cherry size nuggets in California are gone. Most of the gold left today is found in trace amounts in
remote and fragile corners of the globe. Remote places like La Rinconada in Peru, the island of Sumbawa in
Indonesian, Menzies Landing in Guyana, and other small mines across the Democratic Republic of the
Congo and Ghana. Even with the dangers of gold mining – especially on small-scale mines in these remote
places – there are still 12 to 15 million private gold miners in the world and most are a family business.

Ross Metals has been a leader in the precious metal industry, serving our customers with the most reliable
and efficient refining, smelting and assaying facilities. We have capacities to process small as well as large
lots, solid scrap, polishing sweeps, floor sweeps, filings, grindings and just about anything containing gold,
silver, platinum and palladium.

We invite you to watch as scrap gold or sweeps turn into cash. Our facilities are designed to allow you to
accompany your material (scrap, polishing dust, bench sweeps, etc.) through our facilities. Assure yourself
of a quick and efficient settlement while we maximize their value with accuracy and precision.

We may be able to assist you in these financially complicated times by offering you various payment
options… cash, check, certified check, wire transfers, bank drafts, bullion or the exchange of products from
our catalogs.

We have been serving the Jewelry, Dental and Mining industries for over 25 years. As prime refiners of
precious metals, you can eliminate the middleman, and receive fast, accurate and reliable settlements.

For more information you can find us on our own Ross Metals website. See you there!

SERVICES PROVIDED:

gold refiners 
gold smelters 
gold assayers 
refiners of scrap gold 
refiners of gold 
refiners of platinum 
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refiners of platinum 
refiners of scrap silver 
refiners of silver 
refiners of dental scrap 
jewelry industry refiners 
jewelry industry smelters 
jewelry industry assayers 
dental industry refiners 
precious metal dealer 
smelters of precious metals 
smelters of  gold 
smelters of silver 
smelters of platinum 
assayers of platinum 
assayers of precious metals 
assayers of gold 
assayers of silver 
assayers of platinum 
diamond district refiners 
gold-filled scrap 
silver refining 
gold refining 
platinum refining 
silver smelters 
gold smelters 
platinum smelters 
palladium refiners 
precious metal refining 
gold recycling 
silver recycling 
platinum recycling 
new york smelters 
new york refiners 
new york assayers 
new york gold buyers 
new york silver buyers 
new york platinum buyers 
new york gold refiners 
new york silver refiners 
new york platinum refiners 
city refiners 
city smelters 
city assayers 
diamond district smelters 
diamond district assayers 
silver scrap 
sterling silver scrap 
gold waste 
platinum waste 
sink sludges 
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polishing dust 
bench dust 
gold dust 
platinum dust 
floor sweeps 
bench sweeps 
polishing sweeps 
precious metal waste 
jewelry bench sweeps 
jewelry polishing sweeps 
polishing waste 
gold grindings 
platinum grindings 
silver grindings 
gold shavings 
platinum shavings 
silver shavings 
precious metal shavings 
precious metal grindings 
jewelry waste 
jewelry clippings 
gold clippings 
bench clippings 
dental gold 
dental gold scrap 
dental waste 
dental palladium 
dental platinum 
scrap platinum 
scrap iridium 
scrap rhodium 
cash for dental gold 

PRODUCTS SOLD:

ring guards 
shanks 
tiffany settings 
bezels 
coin frames 
lobster locks 
hoop ear wires 
initials 
spring ring locks 
tie tacks 
greek initials 
bails 
pearl cup earrings 
numbers 
crimp beads 
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tuxedo studs 
religious medals 
box locks 
money bars 
crosses 
double push locks 
screw backs 
screw post 
beads 
mystery locks 
pelican locks 
french backs 
jump rings 
barrel locks 
omega backs 
split rings 
pearl clasps 
pearl caps 
kidney ear wires 
masonic emblems 
swivels 
ball earrings 
clusters 
enhancers 
lever backs 
trims 
end caps 
safety pins 
illusion setting 
toggle clasps 
figure 8? s 
cuff links 
key rings 
head pins 
mountings 
wedding bands 
engagement rings

--- End ---

Source Ross Metals
Industry Jewelry, Loans, Manufacturing
Link https://prlog.org/10304001
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